Marietta City Schools Pacing Guide


Subject: Chinese 3

Grade Level: 9-12th grade Time Frame: Year Long




Month / Week


CCS Benchmarks


Skills/Activities


Resources


Assessment


Aug



Pre-test




Sep


Communication Standard: Communication in languages other than English, using interpretive, interpersonal and presentational modes. (Novice High)

Cultures Standard: Gain and use knowledge and understanding of other cultures.

Connections with other disciplines and information acquisition.

Comparisons to develop insight into the nature of language and culture.


Review
Review all previously learned vocabulary, sentence patterns, grammar, and culture.

●	Interpersonal communication
○	Students interacting with other students in the target language
●	Interpretive communication
○	Students understanding information presented in the target language from the teacher or other students
●	Presentation communication
○	Students create dialogues or projects and present them to their peers or teacher in the target language
●	Comparisons
○	Learn about the target culture and compare it to their own


Teacher-created packets for practice and handout.

PPT

Quizlet

Videos and audios


Pre and post test
· Periodic formative assessment (classroom discussion, worksheets, daily warm ups)


Oct


Communication Standard: Interpretive Communication; Interpersonal Communication;


Weather
•Employ basic terms for weather patterns and phenomena;
•Describe simple weather changes; •Compare the weather of two places;
•Talk about what you may do in nice or bad weather;


Textbook: Integrated Chinese 1/2

Teacher-created packets for practice and handout.


- Oral and listening assessment: Inquiring about weather, compare different weather.
- Writing and reading assessment: Characters and compounds.
- Quiz



Presentational Communication (Novice High)

Comparisons to develop insight into the nature of language and culture.


•Present a simple weather forecast.



PROJECTS:
-	Make Google slides and talk about the climate in local area and compare to cities in China
-	Make Weather report


Nov


Communication Standard: Interpretive Communication; Interpersonal Communication; Presentational Communication (Novice High)

Cultures Standard: Gain and use knowledge and understanding of other cultures.

Comparisons to develop insight into the nature of language and culture.


Dining
1. Ask if there are seats available in a restaurant 2. Order Chinese dishes
3. Tell the waiter your dietary preferences and restrictions
4. Ask the restaurant to recommend dishes 5. Rush your order 6. Pay for your meal
7. Get the correct change after your payment


Textbook: Integrated Chinese 1/2

Teacher-created packets for practice and handout.

PPT


-Writing and reading assessments: Fill in the blank with correct characters and compounds
-Speaking and listening assessments: Voicethread

PROJECTS:
Field trip to Chinese restaurant and order food in Chinese.


Dec


Cultures Standard: Gain and use knowledge and understanding of other cultures.

Connections with other disciplines and information acquisition.

Comparisons to develop insight into the nature of language and culture.


Festivals & Public Celebrations

Introduction of major Chinese traditional festivals;

Chinese and the US festivals comparison.



1st Semester Exam


Movie

Teacher-created packets for practice and handout.

PPT

Movie and videos


PROJECTS:
- PowerPoint presentation of what similarity and difference of major festivals in the US and in China.

- Write to a Chinese pen-pal and tell him/her about what you do during Christmas, Thanksgiving or New Year.

Exam


Jan


Communication


Asking Directions


Textbook: Integrated


·	Pre and post test



Standard: Interpretive Communication; Interpersonal Communication; Presentational Communication


1. Ask for and give directions
2. Identify locations by using landmarks as references
3. Describe whether two places are close to or far away from one another
4. State where you are heading and the purpose of going there


Chinese 1/2

Teacher-created packets for practice and handout.


·	Periodic formative assessment (classroom discussion, worksheets, daily warm ups)
·	Create survey and ask classmates
·	Create and present a dialogue to the class


Feb


Communication Standard: Interpretive Communication; Interpersonal Communication; Presentational Communication (Novice High)

Cultures Standard: Gain and use knowledge and understanding of other cultures.

Connections with other disciplines and information acquisition.

Comparisons to develop insight into the nature of language and culture.


Birthday Party
1. Ask a friend to go to a party with you
2. Suggest things to take to a get-together
3. Offer someone a ride and arrange a time and place to meet
4. Thank people for their gifts 5. Describe a duration of time
6. Talk about the year of your birth and your Chinese zodiac sign
7. Give a simple description of someone’s facial features


Textbook: Integrated Chinese ½

Teacher-created packets for practice and handout.

PPT

Zodiac legend video


·	Pre and post test
·	Periodic formative assessment (classroom discussion, worksheets, daily warm ups)
·	Design an invitation card and thank you card
·	Video dubbing for the legend of 12 Zodiacs
·	Help identify the criminal by writing down information of facial features.


Mar


Communication Standard: Interpretive Communication; Interpersonal Communication; Presentational Communication (Novice High)

Cultures Standard: Gain and use knowledge


Seeing a Doctor
1. Talk about basic symptoms of a cold
2. Describe common symptoms of allergies
3. Understand and repeat instructions on when and how often to take medications
4. Talk about why you do or don’t want to see the doctor
5. Urge others to see a doctor when they are not feeling well


Textbook: Integrated Chinese

Teacher-created packets for practice and handout.

Video and audio


·	Periodic formative assessment (classroom discussion, worksheets, daily warm ups)
·	Video dubbing of seeing a dentist ·	Create and present a dialogue about seeing a doctor to the class
·	Write an email to your teacher explain your symptoms and tell the teacher the doctor’s suggestion.



and understanding of other cultures.





Apr


Communication Standard: Interpretive Communication; Interpersonal Communication; Presentational Communication (Novice High)

Cultures Standard: Gain and use knowledge and understanding of other cultures.

Connections with other disciplines and information acquisition.

Comparisons to develop insight into the nature of language and culture.


Travel
1. Talk about your plans for summer vacation 2. Describe what kind of city Beijing is
3. Describe your travel itinerary
4. Ask for discounts, compare airfares and routes, and book an airplane ticket
5. Ask about seat assignments and request meal accommodations based on your dietary restrictions or preferences


Textbook: Integrated Chinese 1/2

Teacher-created packets for practice and handout

PPT


·	Pre and post test
·	Periodic formative assessment (classroom discussion, worksheets, daily warm ups)

·	Make travel plan for imaginary trip to China.


May


Communication Standard: Interpretive Communication; Interpersonal Communication; Presentational Communication (Novice High)

Comparisons to develop insight into the nature of language and culture.


At the Airport
1. Check in at the airport
2. Wish departing friends a safe journey and remind them to keep in touch
3. Greet guests at the airport
4. Compliment someone on his or her language ability
5. Ask about someone’s health
6. Remind people to move on to the next event

Final Exam


Textbook: Integrated Chinese 1/2

Teacher-created packets for practice and handout

PPT.


Listening and speaking: Ask and tell someone about the direction. ·

Reading and writing: Fill in the blank with correct characters and compounds.

PROJECTS: Make a video about conversations at the airport.


Jun



Final Exam




